Abstract. It is shown that some questions considered in [1, 2] , can be under certain conditions shown to symmetric Banach (C * −) algebras that allows to solve these questions within the framework of traditional symmetric Banach algebras. It also allows to consider some questions, concerning properties of norms on Banach spaces and Banach algebras.
Introduction
During the long period does not weaken interest to questions which concern connection between Banach and Hilbert spaces. One of the basic questions is the known as Banach-Mazur "rotation" problem: If every transitive separable Banach space is a Hilbert space.
Difficultly in one article, even with brief comments to capture all publications and approaches to this problem. However among articles devoted to this problem, it is neccassary to note articles [1, 2] in which the review of approaches to this problem, is rather in detail carried out, and also the analysis of this problem is carried out from the point of view of various approaches and decisions of this problem are offered at certain, but weaker conditions. These articles have served as the main reason of to write this article. In article [2] , this problem is analyzed on the basis of the following approaches to norms in Banach space: Transitivity, Almost-transitivity, convex transitivity, maximality of norm. All these approaches have for an object to weaken strong enough condition of transitivity of norm in Banach space. In this connection in [2] the different approaches based on various methods of the functional analysis are considered and analyzed. To these approaches concern: Isometric one dimensional perturbations of the identity, multiplicative characterization of Hilbert spaces, transitivity of Banach spaces having a Jordan structure. The geometry of convex-transitive Banach spaces.
The purpose of this article-to show that the approach based on the multiplicative characterization of Hilbert spaces, under certain conditions, and more likely formulations, can be considered within the framework of symmetric Banach algebras with unit [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . Thus the same result, but appears some opportunity to look at norm (Theorem 5) a little from other point of view.
The formulation and the analysis of a problem
In this article, the following notations will be used. X−normed space over K (field of real or complex numbers ); X −conjugate (dual ) to X; S X −the unit sphere; B X −the closed unit ball; G := G (X) −the group of all surjective linear isometries from X to X.
A normed space X is said to be transitive if for every x, y in S X there exists T in G such that T (x) = y.
It is well-known that pre-Hilbert spaces are transitive. However exist transitive, but non-separable Banach spaces not being Hilbert spaces. In his book [4] S.Banach raises the following question, called the Banach-Mazur rotation problem.
Problem 1. Is every transitive separable Banach space a Hilbert space?
This problem remains open to date. The answer is negative if the assumption of separability is removed. The answer is affirmative if the assumption of separability is changed by finite dimensionality (i.e. to strengthen this condition). Now there are many partition decisions of this problem, each of which is based on concrete approaches and methods.
Let's consider in more detail the approach which is based on multiplicative characterization of Hilbert spaces and Banach algebras with unit, possessing very interesting properties.
As it is fairly noted in [1, 2] , the geometry of norm-unital Banach lgebras at their units is very peculiar, and every real Hilbert space enjoys this peculiarity (at any norm-one element): every real Hilbert space H can be converted into a norm-unital Banach algebra with arbitrarily prefixed unit in the unit sphere of H. Therefore it must be expected that Banach spaces possesing "many" points in their unit spheres enjoying such a peculiarity (for instance, almost transitive norm-unital Banach algebras ) have to be very "special" and is a Hilbert space. Just these questions will be considered here.
Further is noted, since most properties of the geometry of a norm-unital Banach algebra at its unit are inherited by subspaces containing the unit, in fact consider the following chain of conditions on a norm-one element e of a Banach space X over K : a) There exists a norm-one bounded bilinear mapping f : XxX → X satisfying f (e, x) = f (x, e) = x for every x in X. b) m (X, e) = 1, where m (X, e) means the infimum of the set of numbers of the norm f when f runs over the set of all bounded bilinear mappings f : XxX → X satisfying f (e, x) = f (x, e) = x for every x in X. c) sm (X, e) = 1, where sm (X, e) stands for the infimum of the set of numbers of the form max f ,
when f runs over the set of all bounded bilinear mappings from XxX to X.(Here, for u in X, L f e and R f e denote the operators on X given by x → f (u, x) and x → f (x, u) ,respectively.)
d) There exists a Banach space Y over K containing X isometrically, together with a norm-one bounded bilinear mapping f : Y xX → Y , such that the equality f (e, y) = f (y, e) = x holds for every y in Y.
It can be shown that have place (a) =⇒ (b) =⇒ (c) =⇒ (d) .
Every norm-one element e in a real Hilbert space X satisfies condition (a)
An element e of a Banach space X over K acts as a unit on X if e belongs to S X and fulfills condition (d) .
It is known [15] that a characterization of real Hilbert spaces in terms of elements which act as units seems to require some kind of "abundance" of such points. In article [1] for real Banach spaces the basic theorem is proved. To prove these theorems is used two lemmas.
Lemma 1.
The set U of all elements in X which act as units on X is normclosed in X.
Lemma 2.
Let e act as a unit on X, and assume that E is smooth at e.Then R e is an L 2 −summand of E.
For a case complex Banach spaces the approach, on a basis the numerical range, V (X, e, x) , of x relative to (X, e) is considered. The basic approach, certainly, is the following. For a complex Hilbert space of dimension ≥ 2 has no element acting as a unit. Because of it consider following definition.
An element e of a Banach space X over K acts weakly as a unit on X whenever e belongs to S X and fulfills condition ( * ) which follows: ( * ) There exists a Banach space Y over K containing X isometrically, together with a norm-one bounded bilinear mapping f : XxX → Y, such that the equality f (e, x)= f (x, e) = x holds for every x in X. 4) The equality 
Therefore, by Schoenberg's theorem, X is a Hilbert space. First, it is necassary to note that conditions ( * ) , (5) Second, from this proof are not clear properties and connection of norms Banach and Hilbert spaces. It is necessary to note, that these conditions strong enough for norm.
Third, it is not visible the dependence of norm from functionals of the conjugate space X. It is may be shown, that from condition ( * ) , Lemma 4.3 and Theorem 4.4 follows, that on complex Banach space X is possible to set multiplication and involution operations that converts X to symmetric Banach algebra.
The Basic notions and results of Symmetric Banach Algebras
All further concepts and results can be found in M.Najmark's works [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] .
R is called normed algebra if:
If R is complete normed space (i.e. Banach space) then R is called Banach algebra.
It is necassary to note, that in M. Najmark's works [1-5, 7, 11] a Banach algebra refers to as a Banach ring.
R is called symmetric algebra, if 1) R is an algebra, 2) In R operation, which to each element x from R is determined puts in conformity an element x * from R so, that are executed the following conditions: a) (λx + μy)
* we shall name this operation involution, and elements x * and x are conjugate to each other. The element x is called hermitian, if x * = x. Any element of a kind x * x is hermitian. Unit e is hermitian element. Everywhere further if it is not stipulated specially, are considered symmetric Banach (C * −) algebras.
The mapping ϕ :
If ϕ : R → P is isomorphism, then ϕ is symmetric isomorphism. Ideal I (left, right and two-sided) is called symmetric if from x ∈ I follows that x * ∈ I. Symmetric ideal is automatically two-sided. Quotient algebra R / I is too symmetric algebra.
Linear functional f is called real if functional f takes real values on all hermitian elements of algebra
Proposition 5. Any positive functional f in symmetric algebra R with unit e is real and
Proof. If suppose that y = e the proof follows from formula (2) . R is called symmetric Banach algebra if 1) R is Banach algebra, 2) R is symmetric algebra, 3) x * = x . From condition (3) follows that involution operation is continuous.
Example 1. B (X) is the set of all bounded linear operator in Banach space

X. B (X) is complete normed space and the norm is operator norm. In the B (X) is defined multiplication as multiplication of operators, i.e. AB ≤ A . B . Consequently, B (X) is Banach algebra. If X is Hilbert space then B (X) is symmetric algebra if under involution understand transition to the conjugate operator.
Proposition 6. Any positive functional f in symmetric Banach algebra R with unit e is bounded functional and satisfy condition
Proof. can be found in [11] .
Proposition 7.
The norm f of positive functional f in symmetric Banach algebra R with unit e is equal to f (e) , i.e.
Proof. From inequality (1) follows that sup
On the other side this inequality is reached for x = e.
The representation of algebra R is called any homomorphism of algebra R into algebra B (H) of linear bounded operators in vector space. The symmetric representation of symmetric algebra R is called symmetric homomorphism x → A x of algebra R into algebra B (H) .
The representation is calle continuous if homomorphism of representation is continuous.
The representation is called cyclic if in space H there is the vector ξ 0 such that the set of all vectors A x ξ 0 is dence in X. The vector ξ 0 and space H is called Let us given the set of representations
where C x −is independent of α. Denote by H the direct sum of spaces H α , i.e. the set of all elements ξ ∈ {ξ α } such that
Let us assume that
x . Any representation is direct sum of cyclic representation.
Basic Results
Show how can be described symmetric representation on base of positive functionals.
Let us x → A x is representation of symmetric algebra R in space H and let us ξ 0 is non zero in space H. Assume that
Show that f is positive functional.Really,
Theorem 8. Any symmetric representation of Banach algebra R is continuous and
Further it is supposed that all considered representations are cyclic.
Let us x → A x and x → B x is cyclic representations in space R. Assume that 
It is easy to verify that (ξ, η) possesses all of properties of scalar product
, i.e. i) (ξ, η) = (η, ξ) , ii) (ξη + μη, ξ) = λ (ξ, ξ) + μ (η, ξ) , iii) (ξ, ξ) > 0 if ξ = 0.
The property (ii) is evident. Property (i) follows from reality of functional f. consider more detailly property (iii). Let x is element of class ξ. Since f is positive functional then
(ξ, η) = f (x * x) > 0. If, in the same time, (ξ, η) = f (x * x) = 0 then x − 0, i.e. ξ =A x 0 ξ = [x 0 x] ,(4.
4) then will get linear operator in space H . Let us show, that it is bounded. By definition of scalar product in H
Consequently, is proved the following theorem. Proof. can be found in [11, 14] Now will be presented including symmetric algebra into algebra of operators. Let us R is symmetric algebra. Denote by F R the set of all positive functional in R. Evidently, F R is not change if in F R in some way to introduce (to give) the norm x so that R became normed symmetric space. Really, the definition of positive functional doesn't depend on the norm in R. However at transition from algebra R to its completion R by this norm the set F R , as a matter of fact, can change. In other words, not any positive functional in R can be extended to positive functional in R. In [14] is given such example of algebra R of all polynomials p (t) with complex coefficients.
The norm x in symmetric algebra R with unit e is called regular if any positive functional f in R can be extended to positive functional f in R. In this case f is positive functional in complete algebra R with unit e. Then as a matter of fact (4) proposition 2
Particularly, 2) The unit e is not generalized zero.
3 [ 8, 9, 11] . 
where A x is norm of operator A x . It is significiant that A x for all x ∈ R is entirely defined by the set (resource) of positive functionals in R and therefore doesn't from selection of regular norm x 1 .
The mapping x → A x is isomorphism of algebra R. Really, suppose A x = 0. Then also A x * x = A x * A x = 0. From here cosequent that also A (f )
x * x ξ, η = 0 for any vectors ξ, η from corresponding space H f . Suppose, in particular, that ξ = η = ξ 0 , where ξ 0 is the class including unit of R. Then is obtained that f (x * x) = 0 for positive functional in R. Since R is reducible algebra then x = 0. So x → A x is isomorphism of algebra R. Introduce in the algebra R norm by formula x = A x .Evidently algebra R with norm A x = x , and consequently and its completion R by this norm entirely isomorphic to some algebra of operators in Hilbert space (namely, algebra of all operators A x ).
And now show that x is regular norm. Let f (x) is positive functional in R. Then for any element
This inequality shows that functional f (x) is continuous in sense of norm x . Consequently this functional can be extended and thus by uniquely way up to positive functional in completion R of algebra R by norm x . It is means that x is regular norm. It can be shown that for an existing a regular norm in the reducible algebra R it is necassary and sufficient that all elements of algebra R were bounded.
The positive functional f is called indivisible if any functional f 1 subordinate to functional f is multiple to it, i.e. f = λf 1 .
The cyclic representation x → A x irreducible if and only if determining this representation positive functional f (x) = (A x ξ 0 , ξ 0 ) is invidisible.
Let R is symmetric Banach algebra with unit e.Denote by H, the set of all hermitian elements of algebra R. Evidently, H is real Banach algebra. According to inequality (4) proposition 2 any positive functional f can be considered as bounded linear functional in H with f = f (e) . Therefore f can be considered as element of conjugate space H * . Denote by K, the set positive functionals of unit ball Q in H * . It can be proved that Q is compact in weak topology on H * , because Q is the set of all linear functional f ∈ H * and satisfying inequality f (x) ≤ p (x) , where p (x) = x . Since the function F (f ) = f (e) is continuous, and the set of all positive functional f is closed in H * then K is closed subset of compact set Q, and consequently K is compact. The proof is not difficult and can be found in [5, 6, 14] . Now, consider some of the set of irreducible representation of symmetric Banach algebra R. Two equivalent irreducible representations will not be considered as different. This set of irreducible representations is called complete if for any element x 0 = 0 of algebra R in this set there is irreducible representation x → A x such that A x = 0. Proof. Let R is a Banach algebra, and x 0 = 0 is the element of this algebra. By the definition of reducible algebra there is the positive functional f 1 (x) such that f (e) = 1 and f 1 (x * 0 x 0 ) > 0. Let us further P x * 0 x 0 is supporting hyperplane of K defining by element x * 0 x 0 . It is not difficult to prove that P x * 0 x 0 contains extremal point f 0 . Take place
On the other hand, according to proposition 1, any extremal point f 0 of the set K is indivisible positive functional. This functional define irreducible representations x → A x of algebra R and at that f 0 (x) = (A x ξ 0 , ξ 0 ) , where ξ 0 −some vector in space of representation. In particular, on account of (2)
Consequently, A x 0 = 0 and theorem is proved. Now we shall pass to the basic theorem. Let us given Banach space R, which is equipped by structure of symmetric algebra. In fact, it can be considered Banach space without condition of symmetry. It follows from the Corollary 4, 4, V [16] where is proved that any Banach space X isometrically isomorphic to some closed suspace of Banach space C (Λ) of continuous bounded functions on some bicompact Hausdorff space Λ. Suppose that Λ is unit sphere S X * in conjugate space X * . Now if we take into account that C (S X * ) is Banach algebra and isometric isomorphism τ : X → X , where X is closed subspace (linear variety) of space C (S X * ) then it is clear that it can be given the structure of Banach algebra on the Banach space X. Theorem 17. Any Banach space R which is equipped with structure of symmetric Banach algebra is Hilbert space.
Proof. Let Banach space R is equipped with structure of symmetric Banach algebra. Consider the set K of all positive functional f from conjugate space R * satisfying condition f (e) = 1 and f = 1. As was shown above, the set K is closed subset of unit ball Q and therefore is from proposition 11 follows that positive functional f satisfying condition f (e) = 1 is indivisible if functional f is extreme point of the set and from Theorem 6 follows that if functional is indivisible then one define cyclic irreducible representation. Here two cases : 1) R is irreducible symmetric Banach algebra; 2) R is symmetric reducible Banach algebra.
If R is symmetric irreducible Banach algebra then as was noted above the set of all generalized zeros constitutes symmetric ideal I. Then instead Banach algebra R will be considered the quotient algebra R = R /I which is symmetric Banach algebra too.
Let R is reducible symmetric Banach algebra. Consider arbitrary point x in R. It is known (from above) that in reducible Banach algebra R for any x 0 = 0 exists positive functional f such that f (x * 0 x 0 ) = 0. Then in the point x * 0 x 0 (Theorem 7) it can be built functional f 0 such that (A x ξ 0 , ξ) = f 0 (x) and A x = 0. Then on base of Theorem 2 it can be built Hilbert space H f in which is determined the cyclic operator of representation x → A x .Similarly for all points x ∈ R it can be built Hilbert spaces and operator of representation x → A x by corresponding positive functional f. Then the direct sum H of Hilbert spaces H f is Hilbert space. From theorem 3 follows that the norm x = A x in H does not depend from norm x 1 of Banach space R. This norm x = A x is entirely defined by norm of the set functional in the conjugate space R * and therefore is minimal regular norm.
